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this release is a pre-release version. we are taking feedback from our online demo apps and issue tracking systems, as well as incorporating feedback from our loyal fan community into each new release. for the latest information on new features, enhancements, fixes, and more, subscribe to our blog. to show your support, consider
contributing to our open source project on github. you can also post issues on our issue tracking system. reusing the forms and controls from a previous project can be a big time saver when working with a large application. with our new upgrade feature, you can upgrade a current forms or controls project to the latest devexpress version. in a

few simple steps, you can upgrade any of the following packages: devexpress.blazor devexpress.blazor.metroframework devexpress.webassembly our new git project support allows you to perform a full-scale database deployment (including schema and data) with a single click. simply double-click on the solution folder in solution explorer.
alternatively, you can use the respective git command in the prompt. docs the page editor in our new grid control now supports multi-cell editing. this allows you to add more than one cell in a row. this is especially useful if youd like to perform actions on more than one cell at a time. docs to make it easier to customize and focus on the

functionality you need to maintain, we have introduced a new project template. you can now have a custom master page containing a skin theme, and place it on your forms, controls, and controls derived from control, or webparts. on your forms, controls and webparts, you can easily apply a different skin theme. you can use this feature to
quickly add a skin theme to your app. documentation
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the coordinating viewmodel class provides an abstract windowmodel interface that can be implemented for any windows forms or wpf application. this window model class orchestrates the windows, interactions with the window manager, and delegate-to-model messaging. documentation the icommandmanager class is a command
management class that manages pending and unhandled command messages. the class handles the in-flight and unhandled message processing. the class offers methods for adding, removing, and canceling commands as well as for examining a command and its parameters. documentation the commandmanager class is a command

management class that manages pending and unhandled command messages. the class handles the in-flight and unhandled message processing. the class offers methods for adding, removing, and canceling commands as well as for examining a command and its parameters. documentation the devexpress keyboardmanager class provides
keyboard handling functions and events. it can detect active and inactive keyboard shortcuts, and handle global hotkeys.the class provides methods for enabling, disabling, and customizing shortcut keys. documentation the keyboardmanager class is a keyboard handling class that provides functions to handle active and inactive keyboard

shortcuts, and to globally turn on and off hot keys. the class also provides functions to add and remove hot keys. documentation the logmanager class is a log management class that provides the basic functionality to handle log files. the class can manage and open, read, or write to log files using standard streamreader, textwriter, and
binarywriter objects. documentation 5ec8ef588b
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